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Brain Fact
Your brain is 73% 
water. It takes only 2% 
dehydration to affect 
your attention, memory 
and other cognitive 
skills. Stay hydrated!1

KNOW
YOUR BRAIN

The brain is one of the largest and most complex organs in the human body, 
controlling everything from mood, behaviour, learning, and memory to operations that 
sustain life such as respiration, digestion, and metabolism. It is a highly metabolically 
active organ that works non-stop to keep us alive and functioning. Because of 
this, the brain needs a constant supply of energy and nutrients to help us focus, 
concentrate, and win at life.

Certain foods and food components can not only improve brain function, clarity 
and focus, but may also protect against age-related cognitive decline. When 
combined with adequate sleep, exercise, and a healthy lifestyle, good nutrition 
supports optimal cognitive function across the entire lifespan. The impact of 

Latest Science  
Unlocking the Key for Lifelong 
Cognitive Health
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only 200g more.4 This means that most 
of the brain development and growth 
will occur during the first few years of 
a child’s life. But did you know that the 
brain has one of the longest periods of 
development and specialisation of all the 
organs in the body? Interestingly, the brain 
will take another 10-15 years to fully grow 
and develop. Thus, while nutrition during 
the early years of life has an important 
impact, nutrition during the childhood and 
adolescent years will continue to impact 
the growth and structure of the brain. 

Nutrients 
supported by  
Pro Vitality+ & 
NeoLifeShake:

Nutrient What it’s good for Find it in...
Protein Important for brain cell (neuron) development and specialisation. 

Used to make neurotransmitters (chemicals that the neurons use to 
communicate with each other).

NeoLifeBar, NeoLifeShake, Nutrishake

Omega-3  
fatty acids

Help form the membrane structure of neurons,  
and are critical for brain and eye development.

Salmon Oil Plus, NeoLifeBar

Iron Critical for energy metabolism in the brain and formation of myelin (a 
structure on the neuron that protects it and helps increase speed for 
nerve messages). Helps carry oxygen in the blood to the brain.

Chelated Iron, Formula IV, NeoLifeShake,  
Pro Vitality+, Multi-Mineral Plus Alfalfa,  
Vita Squares, Daily Vitality Pack

Zinc Acts as a cofactor for enzymes that are involved in the repair and 
formation of cells, proteins, and DNA. Helps with the transmission  
of neurotransmitters.

Chelated Zinc, Formula IV , Formula IV Plus, 
Multi, Pro Vitality+, Multi-Mineral Plus 
Alfalfa, Daily Vitality Pack, NeoLifeShake, 
Vita Squares

Copper Helps make neurotransmitters, and is involved in  
energy metabolism for the brain.

Formula IV, Formula IV Plus, NeoLifeShake,  
Pro Vitality+, Multi-Mineral Plus Alfalfa,  
Vita Squares, Multi, Daily Vitality Pack

Choline Used to make neurotransmitters and new neurons. Vitamin B. Co (SR), NeoLifeShake,  
Vita Squares, Liqui-Vite

Iodine Plays a role in the metabolism of the thyroid hormone,  
and important for chemical signailling.

Pro Vitality+, Formula IV, Formula IV Plus, 
NeoLifeShake, Multi-Mineral Plus Alfalfa,  
Vita Squares, Multi, Daily Vitality Pack,  
Liqui-Vite

Folate/ 
Folic Acid

Involved in cell metabolism and formation of neural transmitters. 
Deficiencies can lead to neural tube defects. 

Pro Vitality+, Formula IV, Formula IV Plus,  
NeoLifeShake, Vita Squares, Vitamin B. Co 
(SR), Multi, Nutrishake, Daily Vitality Pack

B-Vitamins Aid in producing energy for cells and for making neurotransmitters 
like serotonin (enhances mood), and GABA (focus and concentration).

Vitamin B. Co (Sustained Release)

Fats, proteins, and 
carbohydrates are 
all needed to make 
up the neurons, 
neurotransmitters (the 
messengers in the 
brain), and other cellular 
components in the brain.

nutrition on the brain continues to be 
one of the hottest topics in scientific 
research. Here’s a look at some of the 

latest scientific findings, as well as 
tips on how you can take advantage 
of this powerful information. 

Brain Basics

The right balance of complex 
carbohydrates, healthy fats, protein, 
and micronutrients are important for the 
nourishment, function, and protection 
of the brain.2 

It All Starts Before We Are 
Even Born—But it Doesn’t 
Stop There! 

Conception to Adolescence 
It is well recognised that adequate 
nutrition is vital to the brain development 
of infants before and after they are 
born. Within 22 days of conception, the 
foetus will form the neural tube, which is 
a structure that eventually becomes the 
brain and spine.3 The most rapid growth 
of the brain will occur between the last 
trimester of pregnancy, and the first two 
years after birth.4 The brain will reach 
a weight of 1,200g during the first four 
years of life while the adult brain weighs 

Carbohydrates are the 
main source of fuel for 
the brain—delivery of too 
little or too much to the 
brain can have a negative 
impact on the ability to 
function and concentrate.

Good nutrition supports 
cardiovascular health, 
which in turn promotes 
blood flow to the brain 
to supply oxygen and 
nutrients needed for 
proper brain function.

Amino acids (from 
protein) and essential fatty 
acids form the cellular 
membrane, enzymes and 
receptors of neurons. 

Antioxidants  
protect nerve cells 
from damaging effects 
of environmental 
toxins and by-products 
of metabolism.

Vitamins and minerals 
are required for the 
many metabolic and 
chemical reactions that 
convert food to energy 
for the brain. They 
also play a role in the 
signalling processes 
that allow neurons to 
communicate with each 
other and with the other 
cells of the body.

Many nutrients will play a role in this 
process, but some key ones include: 
protein, omega-3 fatty acids, iron, zinc, 
copper, and choline.5 The table below 
highlights some of the important roles 
these nutrients play in brain development.5

Most of the brain 
development and 
growth will occur 
during the first few 
years of a child’s life.

NeoLifeShake, 16 Servings
#2912 - Creamy Vanilla
#2913 - Berries n' Cream
#2914 - Rich Chocolate

Pro Vitality+
#2595 - 30 sachets
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How Little Einsteins Are Made

Ensuring your child meets nutrient 
requirements—by providing a balanced 
and varied diet of whole grains, lean 
protein, healthy fats, and colourful fruits 
and vegetables—is the best way to help 
the brain develop to its full potential. 
Data from a longitudinal study, 
conducted using approximately 14,000 
children, found that children eating 
a diet consisting predominantly of 
processed foods high in fat and sugar 
had a lower IQ later in life than children 
who consumed a healthy diet high in 
fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.6 

For this study, IQ and diet patterns 
were measured when the children 
were an average of three years old, and 
again when they were an average age 
of eight and a half. The study authors 
commented, “This suggests that any 
cognitive or behavioural effects relating 
to eating habits in early childhood may 
well persist into later childhood…It is 
possible that good nutrition during this 
period [early childhood] may encourage 
optimal brain growth.”

Make That Well-Behaved 
Little Einstein

New studies suggest that specific 
nutrients can also have an impact on 
learning and behaviour in kids. A recent 
study investigated the impact of thiamin 
(vitamin B1) on language abilities later in 
life.7 This study consisted of 59 children, 
aged five to seven years, who had been 
fed a thiamin-deficient milk substitute 
during their first year of life. Researchers 
conducted various tests that measured 
the language and comprehension abilities 
of the children and found that, when 

Smart Teens

Teens and Young Adults
New research is showing that a lack of 
iron in the diet during teen years could 
have a negative impact on cognitive 
function during young adulthood as 
well.10 In this study, the researchers 
found that subjects who had elevated 
transferrin levels (a common sign of 
poor iron levels in the diet) during 
their teen years experienced changes 
in their brain structure that made 
them more susceptible to neuro-
degeneration. One of the researchers in 
the study commented on the findings: 
“You wouldn’t think the iron in our diet 
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compared to 35 children of similar ages 
who did not have the thiamin-deficient 
diet, thiamin deficiency was associated 
with long-lasting impairments in language 
comprehension and abilities. This study 
underscores the importance of nutrition 
in cognitive function and offers some 
clues into the causes of language 
impairment in children.

In another study published in the Journal 
of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 
researchers evaluated the impact of 
omega-3 fatty acids on behaviour 
problems in children.8 The randomised 
controlled trial included 100 children, 
aged 8-16, who received omega-3 
supplements and 100 children, who 
received a placebo. Both groups of 
children then completed personality 
assessments to assess for antisocial 
and behavioural problems. After one year, 
the personality scores of children in the 
placebo group did not change while the 
scores of children in the experimental 
group indicated a 42% reduction in 
behaviour problems. Although this study 
is preliminary and more research is 
needed to investigate the relationship 
between nutrition and mood, the scientists 
speculate that this beneficial effect was 
observed because omega-3s also play 
a role in regulating neurotransmitters and 
enhancing neuron activity.

Vita Guard, Liqui-Vite  
& Vita Squares
Powerful whole food based nutrition, 
providing antioxidants and vitamins & minerals, 
in delicious chewable or drinkable forms. 
#2894 - Vita Guard, 120 tablets
#2895 - Liqui-Vite, 240ml
#2893 - Vita Squares, 180 tablets

Good nutrition 
during early 
childhood may 
encourage optimal 
brain growth.

E=MC2

NEWS YOU CAN USENEOLIFE Lifestyle

Brain Fact
Research suggests 
that both children 
and adolescents may 
perform better on tests 
of nonverbal intelligence 
and on behavioural 
measures after 
receiving vitamin and 
mineral supplements.9
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would affect the brain so much in our 
teen years. But it turns out that it matters 
very much. Because myelin speeds 
your brain’s communications, and iron 
is vital for making myelin, poor iron levels 
in childhood erode your brain reserves 
which you need later in life to protect 
against ageing and Alzheimer’s…This 
underscores the need for a balanced diet 
during teenage years, when your brain’s 
command centre is still actively maturing.”

The Breakfast Pack  
Has Got Your Back!

Children and Adults
Does it matter what kind of breakfast 
you eat? YOU BET! To give the brain a 
jumpstart in the morning and stave off 
hunger, health experts recommend that 
the first meal of the day should be rich 
in protein and complex carbohydrates.11 

The brain’s main fuel is glucose, but 
these should come from complex 

carbohydrates and not refined sugars. 
Foods that are high in refined sugars 
could lead to energy at first, but then 
leave you sluggish and drowsy a few 
hours later when insulin levels cause 
blood sugar levels to drop back down. 
NeoLife’s Breakfast Pack is your 
solution for a healthy start to an energy 
filled day, every day!

Studies also show that a wholesome 
breakfast to start the day can improve 
the focus and performance of children in 
the classroom, while skipping breakfast 
may lead to children having difficulty 
concentrating, shorter attention spans, 
and memory problems.12 In addition, 
recent data from almost 1,300 children 
in the China Jintan Child Cohort Study 
found that children who did not regularly 
eat breakfast had IQ scores that were 
5.58 points lower in verbal, 2.5 points 
lower in performance, and 4.6 points 
lower overall compared to children who 
regularly consumed breakfast, even after 
adjusting for socio-demographic factors.13 

Breakfast Pack
Designed for optimal cellular nutrition by giving 
your body key whole food nutrients and protein, 
the building block of life. 
1 box of Pro Vitality+, 2 canisters of NeoLifeShake
#41061 - Creamy Vanilla
#41062 - Berries n' Cream
#41063 - Rich Chocolate

KNOW
THE BASICS
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Furthermore, a study conducted in 2005 
found that children who consumed 
a lower-glycaemic-index breakfast showed  
improvements in their ability to concentrate 
in the classroom compared to children 
who consumed a high-glycaemic index 
breakfast of ready-to-eat cereal.14 Hint-
hint: NeoLifeShake is the ideal healthy 
breakfast for your children too!

Forget About Senior Moments 

Prime Years (40+)
Brain fog…we’ve probably all experienced 
it at one point or another. Forgetfulness, 
confusion, trouble focusing—while there 
are many reasons why we may be 
experiencing these symptoms, more 
and more, science is showing us 
that what we eat matters. 

Once the brain matures, it is up to us 
to ensure that we protect it to prevent 
cognitive decline. Metabolic by-products 
can build up over time, and there is 
evidence that a diet rich in antioxidants 
may protect against damage by these 
compounds. Recently, results were 
published as part of the longitudinal 
Nurses’ Health Study, investigating the 
long-term effects of consuming berries 
and other flavonoid-containing foods on 
brain health in women.15 The results were 

analysed from data collected from more 
than 16,000 participants aged 70 and 
older and indicated that berry intake 
was associated with a delay in cognitive  
ageing by up to two and a half years. Though 
modest, the evidence suggested that 
greater intakes of anthocyanins and 
total flavonoids were associated with 
slower rates of cognitive decline overall 
in these women, underscoring the 
importance of consuming foods with 
these compounds regularly in the diet.

PhytoDefence
Daily phytonutrient protection with the power of 
six optimal servings of fruits and vegetables to 
support your body’s natural defences*
#2503 — 30 sachets

Brain Fact
A study found that in 
healthy middle aged 
to elderly subjects, 
supplementation with 
omega-3 fatty acids 
resulted in better 
performance on working 
memory tests.16 

In addition, adding green leafy vegetables 
like spinach, kale, cabbage, and mustard 
greens, may help keep the brain healthy. In 
a study conducted on 954 participants 
with an average age of 81 years, diets 
and cognitive abilities were tracked 
for an average of five years to assess 
the relationship between nutrition 
and brain health.17 The researchers 
found a significant decrease in the 
rate of cognitive decline among study 
participants who consumed green 
leafy vegetables. In fact, those who 
ate one to two servings per day had 
the cognitive ability of a person 11 
years younger than those who did not 
consume any green leafy vegetables. 

Berry intake was 
associated with a 
delay in cognitive 
ageing by up to two 
and a half years

KNOW
YOUR NEXT M

OVE
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Many studies have demonstrated the 
benefits of omega-3 supplementation 
for cognitive health among older adults. 
In fact, in a 2009 review of 15 articles 
published in the journal Nature Clinical 
Practice Neurology, the study authors 
concluded that eating omega-3 rich fish 
or taking supplements was associated 
with reduced rates of cognitive decline.18 
More recently, a small study of 12 patients 
with cognitive impairment was conducted 
to investigate the effect of omega-3 
supplementation in conjunction with 
antioxidants on the progression of 
cognitive decline.19 The findings showed 
that over a period of 4-17 months, there 
was a clearance of the amyloid beta 
protein (the protein associated with 
Alzheimer’s disease) and reduced 
inflammation in neurological tissues. 
While these findings are preliminary 
and larger clinical trials are needed to 
verify the findings, the results of this 
study offer some clue into the role that 
these nutrients may play in the brain. 

Emerging Research— 
The Gut-Brain Connection

A fascinating and emerging area of 
research is examining the 
connection between the bacteria 
in our gut and brain function. 
A study conducted at Oregon 
State University provides preliminary 
evidence to suggest that diet can 
alter gut microbiota, which can in turn 
alter brain function.20 This study was 
conducted by observing the effect 
of diets with varying levels of fat and 
sugar. The researchers found, after just 
four weeks of a high-fat or a high-sugar 
diet, a significant drop in cognitive 
flexibility, the ability to adapt and adjust 
to changing situations. Furthermore, the 
high-sugar diet showed impairment 
in long-and short-term memory. 
Interestingly, both of these effects were 
correlated with changes to the bacteria 
in the gut, which the researchers 
suspect is one of the mechanisms 
explaining the change in cognitive 
performance. According to Kathy 
Magnusson, the principal investigator of 
the study, “It is increasingly clear that 
our gut bacteria, or microbiota, can 
communicate with the human brain…
Bacteria can release compounds that act 
as neurotransmitters, stimulate sensory 
nerves, or the immune system, and affect 
a wide range of biological functions.” 

Salmon Oil Plus
Clinically proven formula of 
ultrapure, concentrated fish 
oil with all eight omega-3s, 
screened for over 200 
potential contaminants.
#2672 — 90 capsules

*This medicine has not been evaluated by the Medicines Control Council. 
 This medicine is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. 
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